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cl a r k son p ot t er

Clarkson Potter creates vibrant, design-forward 
stationery, gifts , games, and impulse books. Our 
list includes favorite brands, authors, and artists , 

both those we’ve long admired, and those we’ve just 
met, and whose work will delight and inspire our 

key customers: the bibliophile, millennial , parent, 
traveler, soul-searcher, and creative.

 @clarksonpotter

     @pottergift

t en spe ed pr es s

Ten Speed Press creates smart, high-quality, and 
delightful gift books and journals. Located on the 

trendsetting West Coast, we partner with top authors, 
photographers, and artists worldwide to bring original, 

enduring works to curious readers everywhere.

          @tenspeedpress
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759551 • 12/5/2017
MINI-POSTERS • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
20 MINI-POSTERS • 7 x 9

KATE  SCHATZ  is a feminist writer, educator, and editor. 
MIR IAM KLE IN  STAHL  is an artist, educator, and 
activist. Both live in the San Francisco Bay Area.

Rad Women Worldwide
20 Mini-Posters

20 mini-posters featuring powerful women from the 
New York Times bestseller Rad Women Worldwide. 

For holding high at your next protest march, gifting 
to a feminist friend, or hanging on your classroom 
or dorm room wall, these brightly colored posters  
feature the portrait of a widely acclaimed (and also 
less known) heroine on one side and an inspiring 
quote on the back. Measuring 7 x 9 inches and 
printed on thick stock, each fits perfectly in an  
8 x 10-inch frame. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

RAD AMERICAN WOMEN 
A-Z POSTCARDS

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759568
BOUND POSTCARDS
$12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
26 POSTCARDS • 41⁄4 x 6

MY RAD LIFE

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399579509
TR JOURNAL
$12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
176 PAGES • 6 x 8

RAD WOMEN  
WORLDWIDE

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399578861
HC
$15.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
112 PAGES • 7 x 9
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CLARKSON POTTER
9780525572619 • 11/7/2017
HC • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
128 PAGES • 53⁄4 x 71⁄4

The Wisdom of Unicorns

Why be ordinary when you can be a unicorn?

Channel the magical guidance of unicorns and 
discover their powers of positivity, spiritual heal-
ing, and general awesomeness. This handy, pseudo- 
spiritual guide is complete with motivating quotes, 
mantras, unicorn history, and colorful illustrations 
in the mystical style of late-’80s surrealist pop art. 
The Wisdom of Unicorns is your key to unlocking 
the divine world of unicorns and their limitless 
devotion to enlightenment and joy.

JOULES  TAYLOR  is the author of several books 
on mythology, clairvoyance, and crystals. DAN IELLE 

NOEL  is a visual artist known for integrating mystical 
narratives and retro futurism.
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761813 • 4/3/2018
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
144 PAGES • 7 x 9

B I LL  BURNETT  is the executive director of the Design 
program at Stanford. DAVE EVANS  is an adjunct lecturer 
in the Product Design program at Stanford and a cofounder 
of Electronic Arts.

The Designing Your  
Life Workbook
A Practical Companion to the Bestselling Book

Dig deeper into the life-design process and track 
your progress and goals. 

This interactive workbook gives you the tools and 
space to build on the lessons offered in Designing 
Your Life. The hardworking concealed-spiral-bound 
notebook is filled with verbal and visual prompts, 
and pages for creating Mind Maps (brainstorming), 
exercises, and journal entries.

DESIGNING YOUR LIFE

KNOPF
9781101875322 • 9/20/16
HC • $24.95 US ($33.95 CAN)
304 PAGES • 57⁄8 X 81⁄4

ALSO AVAILABLE 
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CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573555 • 11/14/2017
HC • $15.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
160 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 61⁄2

PH I L I P  COWELL  is the in- house writer 
at the award- winning agency Here Design. 
CAZ H I LDEBRAND  is a creative partner at 
Here Design. They live in London, England.

This Is Me, Period.

The new Eats, Shoots & Leaves for bibliophiles, 
graphic design lovers, and grammar geeks.

A bold, black- and- white typographic journey 
from beginning to end, this beautiful gift book 
celebrates the idiosyncrasies of punctuation through 
a playful, free-form poem. Each chapter exalts the 
personality of a major piece of punctuation, from the 
comma to the question mark to the period. Every 
spread features a sentence or two with a graphic 
representation of the punctuation opposite. The 
storybook- like format combined with simple yet 
sophisticated graphics will enchant adults and 
children alike.
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CLARKSON POTTER
9780307954770 • 2/13/2018
HC • $45.00 US ($60.00 CAN)
288 PAGES • 9 x 11

MARTHA STEWART  is America’s most trusted lifestyle 
expert and teacher, and the author of more than 85 books 
on cooking, entertaining, crafts, homekeeping, gardening, 
weddings, and decorating.

Martha’s Flowers
A Practical Guide to Growing, Gathering, 
and Enjoying

The essential resource from Martha Stewart 
on flower gardening and arranging.

Martha Stewart has compiled the wisdom of a 
lifetime spent flower gardening in a book that is 
both inspirational and practical. With her trusted 
gardening techniques, you’ll learn how to plant, 
nurture, prune, and cut from your garden. Blooms 
in hand, you’ll have the fundamentals for building 
the most spectacular arrangements. Accompanied 
by stunning photographs of displays in Martha’s 
home, Martha’s Flowers is a must- have handbook 
for gardeners of all skill levels.

92   M A R T H A ’ S  F L O W E R S

Alliums, or ornamen-
tal onions, are one 
of nature’s eccentric 
beauties. They can stand 
on their own as the stars 
of an arrangement. This 
tall, dark, and slender 
contemporary studio-
ceramic vase gives white 
‘Mount Everest’, which 
can climb up to 4 feet 
tall, even more dramatic 
presence. Kevin stag-

Deer and rabbits do not like the plants, They take up very little room at ground level, 
and  they can be packed into tight spaces. Most important, planted among catmint, 
poppies, and comfrey, as in my long pergola garden, the varying shades and heights and 
textures of the allium create a veritable showstopping event.

Nonetheless, alliums pose a challenge for the home gardener. They bloom once a 
year on stiff upright stems and, unless planted in larger numbers, can look out of place 
in a border. If they emerge before the last frost, their leaves might turn brown and look 
in poor health during the blooming period. They do not multiply like daffodils and 
countless other small bulbs. They may last just one season. And because they are, actu-
ally, onions, they can smell like onions when blooming.

I started planting allium, all different types, in my Turkey Hill garden. I loved the 

T H E R E  I S  N OT H I N G  Q U I T E  L I K E  A  ‘ G LO B E M A S T E R’,  

CHRISTOPHII,  OR GIGANTEUM  ALLI UM I N BLOOM.  

THEY ARE TALL AND I M P O SI NG,  BURSTI NG WI TH HUGE  

B A L L S  O F  P U R P L E .  T H EY  P E A K  D U R I N G  T H E  T I M E  I N  T H E  

GARDEN WHEN TU LI P S HAV E FADED AND THE B I G  

SHOWY PERENNI ALS HAV E NOT YET CO M E I NTO  BLO O M . 

Allium
A LL I U M

gered the heights of the 
stems to give this arrange- 
ment a freeform look 
and to keep the blooms 
from canceling each 
other out. Foliage (these 
are Rodgersia aesculifolia 
leaves) softens the  
bouquet and draws the 
eye to areas that would 
otherwise be left bare.

By a window in the 
tenant house, simple 
tulip cuttings show off 
every angle and height 
this flower can offer.  
An arrangement series 
like this one, featuring 
‘Blue Spectacle’ and  
‘Bleu Aimable’ tulips, 
in late-1920s McCoy 
pottery, illustrates the 
idea that the sum of 
many flower types can  
be greater than its indi- 
vidual parts; when used 
in combination, an 
asymmetrical trumpet, 
a bursting bubble bowl, 
and a freeform tangle 
of stems balance and 
complement one another. 
A single blossom in a 
fingerbowl completes  
the tableau.

OPPOSITE:  Purple  
tulips lend drama to a 
late-spring bouquet  
that would delight any 
of the Dutch master 
painters with its vary- 
ing textures and 
deep colors. Varieties 
including ‘Queen of 
Night’, a very dark-
purple single tulip,  
dark-purple ‘Greuze’, 
roselike ‘Lilac Perfec-
tion’, feathery-fringed 
‘Black Parrot’, and 
white-edged ‘Arabian 
Mystery’ are paired with 
fritillaria, lilacs, and 
rhubarb and Heuchera 
foliage. Though small, 
fritillaria can add a great 
deal of impact to an 
arrangement, with its 
graceful stems and 
distinctly patterned, 
delicately pointed 
blossoms.
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TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399578946 • 5/8/2018
TR • $18.99 US ($24.99 CAN)  
176 PAGES • 7 x 10

ALEX I RV INE  is a writer based in South Portland, ME. 
TOMM COKER  is a comic book artist and film director/
writer based in Sacramento, CA. C . P.  SM ITH  is an illustra-
tor and comic book artist based in Sacramento, CA.

The Comic Book Story 
of Baseball
The Heroes, Hustlers, and History-Making 
Swings (and Misses) of America’s National 
Pastime

A graphic novel–style chronological look at 
baseball’s evolution through key games, players, 
and rule changes.

This illustrated origin of baseball looks at its 
beginnings, developments, triumphs, and tragedies. 
It spotlights the moments that made the game so 
popular. In addition, readers will find definitions of 
key terms and easy- to- follow explanations for how 
the game is played.

ATAR I  is a multi- platform, global interactive entertainment and 
licensing company. Since its founding in 1972, Atari has been 
the original innovator of video gaming, managing a portfolio of 
more than 200 games and franchises.

The Atari 2600 Game Journals 
Atari

A collection of journals designed with a clever package to resemble Atari bestselling 2600 games.

Designed to look like Atari’s 2600 cartridge games, these official Atari journals feature endpapers with 
color screenshots of gameplay (including Easter eggs planted by the designers) as well as an insert 
with instructions from the original game manual. With black- edged pages and the original case artwork, 
Adventure, Asteroids, and Missile Command are a pixelated trip down memory lane.

ADVENTURE
THE ATARI 2600 GAME JOURNAL

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573494 • 1/30/2018 
HC JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN) 
240 LINED PAGES • 51⁄16 x 6

MISSILE COMMAND
THE ATARI 2600 GAME JOURNAL

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573487 • 1/30/2018
HC JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
240 GRAPH PAGES • 51⁄16 x 6

ASTEROIDS
THE ATARI 2600 GAME JOURNAL

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573470 • 1/30/2018
HC JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
240 DOTTED PAGES • 51⁄16 x 6
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MICAELA ERLANGER  is consistently named a top stylist 
by The Hollywood Reporter, and in 2016, she was honored 
with the inaugural Marie Claire Image Maker award.

How to Accessorize
A Perfect Finish to Every Outfit

Complete any outfit from head to toe with the 
expert advice in this stylish guide.

Micaela Erlanger has dressed many a celebrity 
for awards shows, movie premieres, and magazine 
editorials. But you don’t need a red carpet budget 
to benefit from her advice. In How to Accessorize 
she shares her best tips on what you really want 
to know: Do your bag and shoes need to match? 
Can you mix metals? What’s the most flattering 
way to tie a scarf? Whether you’re dressing for 
your birthday party, date night, a job interview, or 
just a trip to the supermarket, this book will help 
you look—and feel—confident and chic. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

HOW TO SET A TABLE

CLARKSON POTTER
9780451498021
8/29/2017
TR • $14.00 US ($19.00 CAN)
128 PAGES • 5 x 7

HOW TO PACK

CLARKSON POTTER
9781101905647
3/7/2017
HC • $14.00 US ($19.00 CAN)
128 PAGES • 5 x 7

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761141 • 4/3/2018
HC • $14.00 US ($19.00 CAN)
128 PAGES • 5 X 7

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399580635 • 5/15/2018
HC • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
192 PAGES • 7 x 81⁄2

CORA HARR INGTON  is the founder and editor in chief 
of The Lingerie Addict, the Internet’s top blog dedicated 
to intimate apparel.

In Intimate Detail
How to Choose, Wear, and Love Lingerie

A comprehensive and accessible illustrated 
guide to lingerie.

In Intimate Detail is a complete guide to everything 
you need to know about shopping for, wearing, and 
caring for every type of intimate—from basic bras 
and panties to shapewear, special occasion wear, 
corsets, and more. In this beautifully packaged 
book, lingerie expert Cora Harrington demystifies 
unmentionables and makes them accessible, 
empowering people of all sizes, ages, and budgets 
to confidently integrate the underthings of their 
dreams into their daily lives.
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763657 • 5/8/2018
JIGSAW PUZZLE AND POSTER • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
500 PIECES • 61⁄2 x 8

THE GETTY MUSEUM  is a popular art museum in 
Los Angeles that houses paintings, drawings, sculptures, 
illuminated manuscripts, decorative arts, and photographs. 

Mosaic Mind Bender Puzzle
An Ancient Roman Mosaic Jigsaw Puzzle  
& Mini- Poster

A magnificent 500- piece puzzle featuring a  
geometric floor mosaic in the Getty Museum. 

Whether you are a die- hard puzzler or just looking 
to unplug and chill, the Mosaic Mind Bender Jigsaw 
Puzzle will provide hours of entrancing, mind- 
boggling entertainment. The puzzle features a 
dazzling geometric floor mosaic from the Getty 
Museum’s collection and comes with a unique 
10½ x 14-inch poster of the finished graphic for 
reference. The mosaic’s intricate pattern makes  
for a highly rewarding jigsaw challenge that will 
delight puzzlers and art lovers alike. 

Brooklyn- based collage artist MARK WAGNER  is well-known for his series of “currency portraits” made 
from deconstructed dollar bills reassembled into the faces of politicians and cultural figures. His work is  
collected by the Museum of Modern Art, the Library of Congress, and the Smithsonian. 

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761226 • 5/8/2018
JIGSAW PUZZLE AND POSTER • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
500 PIECES • 61⁄2 x 8

The Currency Collection 

Presidential Puzzlemint 
An Abraham Lincoln Jigsaw Puzzle & Mini-Poster

This intricate 500- piece jigsaw puzzle depicts 
Abraham Lincoln rendered in deconstructed 
dollar bills. 

From celebrated artist Mark Wagner comes 
a fiendishly challenging puzzle. Using his 
unique style of deconstructing dollar bills and 
reconfiguring them into faces, Wagner has  
created a striking portrait of our sixteenth president. 
The puzzle includes a 10½ x 14-inch in poster of 
the finished graphic for reference.

Bank Notes 
Four Notebooks

A four- pack of ledger journals patterned  
with dollar- bill art. 

Each of the paperback notebooks from this brightly 
colored pack has a cover printed in collages made 
from deconstructed dollar bills and interior pages 
printed in vintage ledger-paper grids. It is the 
perfect gift for the businessperson, the family 
member who pays the taxes, and the budgeter. 
If you’re feeling wry, give it to a penny- pincher. 

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761219 • 5/8/2018
TR JOURNAL SET • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
192 PAGES (48 PAGES EACH) • 53⁄4 x 81⁄4
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759070 • 2/6/2018
TR JOURNAL • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
240 PAGES • 41⁄2 x 71⁄2

Seeds & Pods

A book of 24 postcards showcasing the exquisite 
colors, textures, and shapes of seeds. 

Gardeners, artists, and lovers of the natural world 
will delight in this collection of rare botanical 
portraits of seeds: their elegantly designed pods, 
patterns, husks, and shells, and the blooms and 
fruits they produce. Twelve images are printed twice 
so one can be sent and one kept to save or frame.

ALSO AVAILABLE 

THE MINDFUL GARDENER

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759063 • 10/3/2017
HC JOURNAL 
$14.99 US ($19.99 CAN) 
208 PAGES • 6 x 8

EXOTICA

CLARKSON POTTER
9780451499004 • 3/21/2017
HC & TR JOURNAL SET
$16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
192 PAGES (96 PAGES EACH) • 5 x 7

CACTI AND SUCCULENTS

CLARKSON POTTER
9780451498991 • 3/21/2017
HC & TR JOURNAL SET
$16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
192 PAGES (96 PAGES EACH) • 5 x 7

BOTANICALS

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759049 • 10/3/2017
BOXED POSTCARDS 
$20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
100 CARDS • 41⁄2 x 61⁄2

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759056 • 2/6/2018
POSTCARD BOOK • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
24 CARDS • 41⁄4 x 6

THE NEW YORK BOTAN ICAL  GARDEN  is an iconic 
living museum founded in 1891. It is a National Historic 
Landmark, with 250 acres supporting more than one million 
plants in the Bronx, NY.

Gardener’s Log Book

A waterproof spiral- bound journal for gardeners 
everywhere offering space for noting progress and 
thoughts about gardens. 

This waterproof log book is the perfect place 
for recording your work in the garden. A five- 
year grid at the beginning offers space to note 
annual garden cycles over time. Each monthly 
section includes pages lined for notes or graphed 
for diagramming plantings. The journal also 
includes a temperature zone map for quick reference 
and an extensive back matter section offering advice 
on container gardening, dealing with pests and 
diseases, and composting and pruning, as well as 
space for recording and your sources and suppliers. 

The New York Botanical Garden
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761820 • 3/6/2018
BOXED POSTCARDS • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
50 CARDS • 6 x 313⁄16

ALSO AVAILABLE 

SIBLEY BACKYARD  
BIRDING FLASHCARDS

CLARKSON POTTER
9780307888976 
2/7/2012 • FLASHCARD DECK
$14.99 US ($16.99 CAN)
100 CARDS • 43⁄8 x 57⁄8

THE SIBLEY BIRDER’S LIFE LIST  
AND FIELD DIARY

CLARKSON POTTER
9780451497451
3/14/2017 • FLEXI JOURNAL
$19.95 US ($25.95 CAN)
304 PAGES • 41⁄2 x 71⁄2

Sibley Birds of Land, 
Sea, and Sky 
50 Postcards 

A beautiful box of postcards featuring original 
bird paintings from renowned ornithologist 
David Sibley. 

This brand new vertical format offers 50 postcards 
of birds painted by David Sibley. Housed in an 
elegant keepsake box with tabs dividing them by 
type (wading birds, owls and raptors, waterfowl, 
woodpeckers, and songbirds) for ease of choice, 
these postcards are ideal for mailing to friends and 
family, framing and using as decor, or attaching to 
presents as unique gift tags. 

DAVID  S I B LEY  is the author of the essential Sibley 
Field Guide to Birds. He began his career illustrating 
personal field guides before publishing his successful 
series. He lives in Concord, MA.

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399580376 • 4/10/2018
TR • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
144 PAGES • 57⁄16 x 83⁄8

San Francisco– based writer RACHEL  LEV IN  has 
written for the New Yorker, the New York Times, 
Outside, and Sunset.

Look Big
And Other Tips for Surviving Animal  
Encounters of All Kinds

A humorous and helpful illustrated field guide 
to avoiding dangerous and annoying interactions 
with 50 kinds of wild animals.

As humans encroach on wild places, encounters 
with animals— from bears, bison, mountain lions, 
and mice to turkeys, ticks, and raccoons— have 
become commonplace. But what are the rules for 
facing a moose? Do you run from a coyote or stand 
your ground? Packed with expert tips, animal facts, 
and harrowing true tales, Look Big is a must- have 
survival guide for outdoor, urban, and suburban 
adventures alike.
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761233 • 5/1/2018
CLOTHBOUND JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
224 PAGES • 4 x 6

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761257 • 5/1/2018
TR JOURNAL SET • $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
480 PAGES (48 PAGES EACH) • 31⁄2 x 51⁄2

Woodland Creatures
A 10-Notebook Set 

This colorful and cool set of 10 pocket- size 
notebooks features Blackbird Letterpress’s signature 
illustration style with drawings of forest animals. 
Each notebook has the image of a different 
animal on the cover, with an X- ray of the animal’s 
skeleton printed on the inside for an added surprise. 
The 10 notebooks are nested in a laser-cut box 
designed to mimic the woodland undergrowth.

Happy Trails
For lovers of handcrafted paper products, wild animals, and the great outdoors.

KATHRYN HUNTER  is a former Yosemite National 
Park guide. She began Blackbird Letterpress in 2003 
in Lafayette, Louisiana, and has won several design 
awards.

Backcountry Log

Lightly guided inside, this portable log has space 
for multiple hikes or excursions, and is designed to 
help backpackers record the most important and 
memorable details of their adventures. Illustrated 
backmatter on trail etiquette and animal tracks adds 
a useful reference.
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524760953 • 5/29/2018
NOTE CARDS • $15.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
12 CARDS AND 12 ENVELOPES • 41⁄2 x 6

There’s Dumpling You 
Should Know
A Dozen Appetizing Cards for All Occasions

12 note cards printed with clever culinary puns 
and adorable food illustrations.

From birthdays to anniversaries, and for 
relationships romantic or platonic, there is 
a charmingly punny card in this delightful 
food- centric card collection. Merrily Grashin’s 
illustrations feature popular foods—think ramen 
and soup dumplings— paired with clever pun 
greetings: an illustration of petite quiches falling 
over an umbrella proclaims, “I want to shower 
you with quiches”; an ice cream cone asks, 
“It’s sherberth day? In- cone- ceivable!”

MERR I LY  GRASH IN  is an illustrator and the owner of 
Greet’n’Potatoes, a greeting card company. She has been 
featured on Buzz Feed, First We Feast, Trend Hunter, and 
other design and food sites. She lives in Brooklyn, NY.

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399 579974 • 4/3/2018
HC • $16.00 US ($22.00 CAN)
112 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 8

DAN BRANSF I ELD  is a food- loving illustrator and 
pun enthusiast who lives in San Francisco, CA.

Pizzapedia
An Illustrated Guide to Everyone’s 
Favorite Food

A book for the pizza obsessed, with 80 charming 
illustrations detailing the history, ingredients, 
and tales of the world’s most beloved food. 

Pizza is a food that lends itself to legend, devotion, 
even obsession. In lavish illustrations and hand- 
lettered text, this book celebrates the wonders of 
the slice of life: the stories behind its origins; the 
delectable ingredients and toppings; the merits 
of the many styles, from Naples to New York to 
Chicago and beyond; and much more pizza lore. 
Much like pizza itself, the art- driven miscellany in 
this book is inviting, colorful, and as fun to share 
as to enjoy solo.
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WEE SOCIETY  is an award- winning design studio 
that makes kid- and parent-friendly games, clothing, 
art prints, and apps beloved for their use of color, 
interactivity, and cutting-edge design.

GO! (BLUE)

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763015 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 9

GO! (RED)

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763022 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 9

GO! (YELLOW)

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763039 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 9

ALSO AVAILABLE 

A BOX OF AWESOME THINGS 
MATCHING GAME

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759544
9/26/2017
GAME • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
40 PIECES • 55⁄8 x 55⁄8

ME: A COMPENDIUM

CLARKSON POTTER
9780553459791
8/23/2016
HC JOURNAL
$12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
144 PAGES • 61⁄2 x 9

Wee Society

Go! Adventure Journals (Collect them all!)

Three fill- in travel journals with postcards to send and stickers to decorate.
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TEN SPEED PRESS
9780 399 579912 • 4/10/2018
HC • $22.00 US ($29.00 CAN)
192 PAGES • 7 x 9

EMMA FR I SCH  is the cofounder and culinary director 
of a premier glamping destination in the United States, 
Firelight Camps, featured on marthastewart.com and 
in Vogue, the Wall Street Journal, Wired, Self, and other 
publications. She lives in Ithaca, NY.

Feast by Firelight
Simple Recipes for Camping, Cabins,  
and the Great Outdoors

A lushly photographed book with recipes for 
gatherings at campgrounds and cabins alike.

Feast by Firelight offers 70 solution- oriented 
recipes that make trip planning and cooking 
outdoors feel effortless. It includes recipes for 
camp cooking as well as detailed menus, shopping 
and equipment lists, and tips showing how to 
prepare before you leave. Featuring stunning 
imagery, it is the first of its kind in the camp- 
cooking niche to pair useful information with a 
beautiful, transporting package, setting a new 
standard for camping cookbooks.

JEAN INE  DONOFR IO  is the voice behind Love 
and Lemons, a cooking and lifestyle blog inspired by 
vibrant seasonal food, and is the author of a cookbook 
of the same name. She lives in Austin, TX. 

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761592 • 4/3/2018
HC PLANNER WITH PAD AND JOURNAL • $19.99 US ($25.99 CAN)
JOURNAL (128 PAGES), PAD (64 PAGES) • 7 x 9

Love & Lemons  
Meal Record &  
Market List
Plan Your Weekly Meals and Organize  
Your Grocery Shopping

From the author of the beloved cookbook and blog, 
an all-in-one planner for any organized eater.

This stunningly designed portfolio opens to reveal 
a meal planner on the left to help readers sort out 
their week. Then, the facing tear-off grocery list 
pad helps them get in and out of the market with 
ease. (Both pieces can be replaced when used up.) 
In addition, Jeanine provides pantry prep and 
batch-cooking tips, and a place for readers to log 
what they’ve served to friends and loved ones. 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

THE LOVE AND LEMONS 
COOKBOOK

AVERY
9781583335864
3/29/2016
HC • $35.00 US
320 PAGES • 8 x 10
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CHANTAL  A IDA  GORDON  and RYAN BENOIT  are 
the founders of The Horticult, a gardening and lifestyle 
site that Better Homes & Gardens named the best 
gardening blog of 2015.

How to Window Box
Small- Space Plants to Grow Indoors or Out

This easy gardening book shows homeowners 
how to make their lives a bit greener with minimal 
space and time.

A fail- safe guide to the window box, the container 
garden that is by far the most accessible garden 
for any skill level, space, or quality of light. The 
16 indoor and outdoor projects range from succulents 
to vegetables and showcase a variety of full sun– and 
shade- loving foliage. Whether you have a fire escape, 
a tiny deck, or a rooftop corner, you can have a full 
garden on a smaller, easier-to-manage scale. 
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CATHER INE  PR ICE  is a Philadelphia- based author 
and science journalist whose work has appeared in 
Best American Science Writing, the New York Times, 
and Popular Science.

How to Break Up 
with Your Phone
The 30- Day Plan to Take Back Your Life

A smart, irreverent guide to curing your phone 
addiction and approaching technology’s role in 
your life more mindfully.

How to Break Up with Your Phone presents a 
unique, concrete plan for breaking up with your 
phone—including taking time away, pruning 
e-mail, and tidying up apps— then “making up” 
and establishing healthier phone habits. In the 
end, readers will be more mindful not only of how 
they use their phones, but also about how they 
choose to spend the moments of their lives.

would be if you stuck to one task. (I wrote a whole article about 
multitasking for O Magazine and will incorporate my research 
from that article into this section of the book.) As a side note, I 
always find it funny when people put  “excellent multitasker” on 
their resumes. First of all, that’s an oxymoron. And second, what 
you’re really saying is “easily distractible”—though I suppose that’s 
not the best phrasing to use when seeking employment.

This section would also address the issue of decision fatigue: 
just as your biceps get tired after a certain number of curls, your 
brain becomes tired after making a certain number of decisions 
each day. This explains why our willpower is often lower at the 
end of the day than it is in the morning: our brains are tired of 
making decisions and exercising control, and so they give up and 
let us take the easier path of mindlessly scrolling through Twitter 
instead of going to that 6:30 p.m. aerobics class. As we’ll explore 
in more detail in the book, our phones directly contribute to 
decision fatigue—perhaps more so than anything else in our lives. 
And the more overtaxed we are, the more distractible we become 
(in part because of the mental effort required to remember what it 
is you were trying to concentrate on in the first place). 

TECHNOLOGY TRIAGE

The first step—which you do before you break up—is to perform 
what I call a “technology triage”: you observe how you use your 
phone, identify your habits, and pinpoint which behaviors you 
would like to change. As part of this stage, you will write down 
your intention and describe what an ideal relationship with your 
phone would look like. This is an important step, since it gives 
you something to look back on to check your progress, and it also 

helps to keep you from backsliding. (Note that your intention 
can change over time, and that’s fine.) 

Like most people, I often look at my phone “just to check” 
something, only to surface an hour later wondering where the time 
has gone. I’ll respond to a text and then get caught in a 30-minute 
“conversation” that isn’t actually a conversation and that keeps me 
from whatever else I mean to be doing. Even when I reach for 
my phone as a way to give myself a break, I feel simultaneously 
exhausted and wired when I’m done, not to mention totally sepa-
rated from my physical self.

I claim not to have enough time to pursue interests outside 
of work—like learning Spanish, or teaching myself to read music, 

do it now

We would start with the easy part: a series of relatively 
easy things that you can do immediately to help begin 
the process of breaking up with your phone. They 
include (but are not limited to): 

Pruning your apps // Tidying your phone //  Saying no to 
notifications  //  Recognizing the rabbit hole  //  Reducing 
unwanted email  //  Setting physical boundaries  // Using 
apps to protect yourself from yourself.

89 how to break up with your phone 90your phone is changing your brain

your phone  
is changing  
your brain

But wait! How can a little device that you carry 
in your pocket affect your brain? Well, first con-
sider this quote from Nicholas Carr’s book, The 
Shallows, about how the internet is changing 
our mental circuitry: 

“Just as neurons that fire together wire together, 
neurons that don’t fire together don’t wire 
together. As the time we spend scanning Web 
pages crowds out the time we spend reading 
books, as the time we spend exchanging bite-
sized text messages crowds out the time we 
spend composing sentences and paragraphs, 
as the time we spend hopping across links 
crowds out the time we devote to quiet reflection 

And then consider Malcolm Gladwell’s oft-cited 
“rule of 10,000”  (based on a study by Anders 
Ericsson): the idea that in order to achieve 
mastery over something, you need to devote 
10,000 hours to it. That’s a pretty daunting order 

87 88

IT ’S  TRUE:  YOUR MEMORY IS  GETTING WORSE

There’s terrifying research suggesting that heavy use of inter-
net-enabled devices, including phones, actually inhibits our ability 
to form both short- and long-term memories. 

When you have a “learning experience”—that is, something 
that you might want to commit to memory—your brain cells 
release tiny squirts of a chemical called serotonin. The serotonin 
starts a series of chain reactions that result in a set of genes in your 
brain getting turned on. These genes tell your brain cells to grow 
new structures, called synaptic terminals, that are necessary in 
order to form memories. (The chain reaction also turns off genes 
that block the creation of new synaptic terminals.) 

Cell phones affect this process—and our memories¬—in at 
least two ways. First, in order to have a “learning experience” to 
begin with, you have to be paying attention; the more distracted 
you are, the less there will be to remember.

And second, the very act of “paying attention” influences 
whether your brain can produce the proteins that are necessary to 
convert short-term memories into long-term memories. 

The bottom line? The more distracted we are, the less likely 
we are to form short-term memories. And if you don’t have short-
term memories, then you won’t have any memories to put into 
long-term storage, either. 

THE TRUTH ABOUT MULTITASKING

We can’t do it. Like cars making sharp turns, our brains need to 
slow down and switch gears every time we stop thinking about 
one thing and start thinking about another. Far from proving 
your efficiency, multitasking makes you less productive than you 

how to break up with your phone your phone is changing your brain
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ANNA BRONES  is a Swedish- American writer based in 
Seattle, WA. She is the editor of the online food magazine 
Foodie Underground and the print zine Comestible, and  
is the author of Fika and Hello, Bicycle.

97lagom at home 

As you read this, I know that there is a question 

that comes to mind: “What about IKEA?” The Swedish 

retailer has become a global icon in home furnishings. 

Today we can easily find the same table in Manhattan, 

Sydney, and Singapore. 

While today’s version of  the furniture company has 

created a culture of  mass consumption of  inexpensive 

products, the roots of  the company are the same social 

principles guiding much of  the rest of  Swedish design; 

that good design makes life better and that it should be 

available to everyone. “I think that IKEA is an excellent 

example of  Swedish ‘democratic design,’” says Ramstedt. 

Unfortunately, “democratic design” has come to be 

equated with excess; when products are overly cheap, 

it’s hard to resist them, and whether it’s furniture or 

clothing, the global production of  cheap goods comes  

at a cost. But how we consume is up to us. Buying a 

kitchen table because we need one and we’ll have it for 

years to come is different from buying a table that we’ll 

swap out next year. 

IKEA continues to be a leading company because it 

works to find a balance between good design, creativity, 

and price. Aware of  its impact, IKEA has a large focus 

Live Lagom
Balanced Living, the Swedish Way

An inviting exploration of the Swedish concept 
of lagom, dubbed “the new hygge.”

Sweden is one of the world’s happiest countries 
in part because of lagom, the concept of finding 
balance in moderation. Live Lagom features 
inspiration and practical advice on how to find 
a happy medium in life, home, work, and health. 
From home design and work– life balance to 
personal well- being and sustainability, author 
Anna Brones presents actionable ways to create 
a more intentional, healthy lifestyle.

EM ILY  KATZ  is a creative consultant, interior designer, 
macramé teacher, artist, and Instagram phenomenon. 
She lives in Portland, OR.
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Modern Macramé
33 Projects for Crafting Your Handmade Home

The ultimate guide to creating and styling 
macramé projects in the home. 

This stylish guide to the traditional art and craft 
of knotting includes step-by-step instructions for 
33 projects for the home, from wall art and hanging 
herb gardens to room dividers and headboards. 
Packed with beautiful photographs of interiors, 
tastemaker and macramé artist Emily Katz shows 
how macramé can provide the perfect finishing 
touch for the well- designed home—whether it’s a 
vintage- style farmhouse, a sophisticated loft, or a 
cozy rental.
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MAR I  ANDREW  is a writer and illustrator from 
Washington, D.C. In addition to her Instagram account, 
her writing and illustrations have appeared on Paste 
and HelloGiggles.
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Am I There Yet?
The Loop-de-Loop, Zig-Zagging Journey  
to Adulthood

Adulting meets Hyperbole and a Half in this witty, 
on-point look at growing up from the voice behind the 
@bymariandrew Instagram with 600,000 followers. 

In the journey toward adulthood, there is no map 
to guide you through the detours life throws your 
way. Illustrator, writer, and Instagram sensation 
Mari Andrew brilliantly captures the heavy feelings 
and comical complexities gathered on the way. From 
creating a home in a new city to understanding the 
link between a good hair dryer and good self-esteem 
to the depths of heartache and loss, these original 
illustrations and essays document a twentysomething 
road less traveled. 
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JANET  HAYWARD  is the cofounder of Beauty Directory, 
a members- only beauty and health website that is used 
daily by the beauty and health media and insiders for the 
latest industry news.

Lemons Are a Girl’s 
Best Friend
60 Superfood Recipes to Look and Feel 
Your Best

All- natural superfood recipes and beauty 
treatments come together in this handy guide.

A pocket- size introduction to 30 superfoods 
offering two simple recipes for each— one to eat 
and one to use as a beauty treatment. This book 
lets you have your Pomegranate Facial and eat 
your Halloumi, Orange, and Pomegranate Salad, 
too. Each of the recipes uses just a handful of all- 
natural, common ingredients to make deliciously 
clean dishes and easy treatments for healthier skin, 
hair, and nails.
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and your    umbrella.

Many friends will be there  
when times are good. 

But it’s during stormy times  
that you find out who  

has your back—

. . . and bad things to your face.
A true friend says good things  

behind your back . . . 
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KAREN SALMANSOHN  is the New York City–based 
author of Instant Happy; Think Happy; and How to Be 
Happy, Dammit, among others. She has been featured 
on the Today show, in the New York Times, and more.

Friends Forever 
Wherever Whenever
A Little Book of Big Appreciation

Happiness expert Karen Salmansohn presents 
a colorful book that celebrates friendship with 
her patented brand of humor and wit.

There are millions of reasons to appreciate your 
friends, and this adorable gift book covers the top 
50 of them! Inspired by self- help guru Karen 
Salmansohn’s popular illustrated sayings, this 
humorous and stylishly designed book reveals 
the sweetest, craziest, truest, and most memorable 
things about friendship.

The Selby’s Book  
of Wonders
A Journal

The Selby’s Box  
of Wonders
12 Note Cards and Envelopes + Stickers

Todd Selby

From tastemaker and style icon Todd Selby 
come colorful, iconic watercolor illustrations 
that adorn this playfully elegant journal.

TODD SELBY  is a photographer, director, author, 
and illustrator. His website, TheSelby.com, created in 
June 2008, features his photographs and illustrations 
of creative people in their spaces.
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DREW LAZOR  is a food, drinks, and travel writer and a 
contributor at PUNCH. He lives in Brooklyn, NY. PUNCH  is 
a James Beard Award–winning online magazine devoted to 
narrative journalism about wine, spirits, beer, and cocktails. 

Session Cocktails
Low- Alcohol Drinks for Any Occasion

A cocktail book featuring 65 inventive and 
delicious recipes for low- proof drinks.

Bartenders are increasingly moving away from 
strong cocktails toward a lighter canon of low- 
alcohol drinks that highlight fresh flavors and 
facilitate conviviality. These drinks provide an 
occasion for more leisurely socializing through 
their “sessionability”— you can have a few without 
having to go down for a nap. This book explores 
the trend through the history of low- proof drinks, 
tips on building a low- ABV (alcohol by volume) 
bar, and 65 recipes designed for occasions ranging 
from brunch to the end of the night, contributed by 
some of the industry’s best- known mixologists.

MAGG IE  HOFFMAN  is the former managing editor 
(and resident cocktail expert) at the James Beard 
Award– winning website Serious Eats. She is now a 
freelance writer based in San Francisco, CA.
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The One- Bottle Cocktail
More Than 80 Recipes with Fresh Ingredients 
and a Single Spirit

A collection of creative, delicious cocktails 
that require only a single bottle of your favorite 
spirit, plus fresh ingredients you can find at 
any corner market.

This book puts simple and inventive drinks 
into your hands even if you have a tiny home bar. 
Organized by spirit— vodka, gin, agave, rum, brandy, 
and whiskey— each chapter offers eye- opening 
recipes using pantry staples (chai tea, balsamic 
vinegar) and seasonal produce (figs, citrus, thyme) 
that will delight cocktail lovers of all stripes, and 
(best of all) won’t require an emergency run to 
the liquor store.
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Make It Stick Notebook
1,000+ Stickers and a Customizable Cover

1,000 nifty stickers and a blank cover make this 
spiral-bound journal customizable inside and out.

Attention, sticker fiends, font geeks, planners, 
and diarists—whether you need a notebook for 
jotting down to- do lists at the office, capturing 
travel memories, or keeping class notes, this 
one- of- a- kind sticker journal has you covered. 
With 12 sheets of colorful stickers featuring 
fun fonts—letters, numbers, and symbols—in 
bright colors, 176 dotted pages including space 
for the date, and a blank cover ready for your 
name, inspiring quote, or monogram, Make It 
Stick gives you the tools to create a journal that 
is uniquely yours. 
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